Antunes Muffin Toaster
Model MT-12

Daily maintenance tasks
PR 46 D1  Clean muffin toaster

⚠️ Hazards
These icons alert you to a possible risk of personal injury.

🛠️ Equipment alerts
Look for this icon to find information about how to avoid damaging the equipment while doing a procedure.

💡 Tips
Look for this icon to find helpful tips about how to do a procedure.
Clean muffin toaster

Why
To ensure consistent quality of toasted muffins and to maintain cleanliness standards

Time required
30 minutes to prepare

Time of day
At close

Hazard icons
Chemicals
Electricity
Hot Surfaces

Tools and supplies
- Bucket, soiled towels
- Bucket, clean and sanitized towels
- Heat-Resistant Gloves
- McD Approved Hi-Temp Grill Cleaner (McD GR)
- McD Approved Degreaser (McD UR)
- McD Approved Sink Detergent and Sanitizer Solution
- Grill cloth

Procedure

1. **Turn off muffin toaster and allow to cool.**
   - Turn the power switch off.
   - Unplug the power cord.
   - Allow the toaster and plate to cool for at least 30 minutes.
   - **Hot Surfaces**
     - The muffin toaster may be hot.
     - Wear Heat-Resistant gloves.

2. **Remove spatula, crumb tray, and plate.**
   - Put on Heat-Resistant Gloves.
   - Remove the Spatula and set aside. Then, lift the crumb tray to remove it from the muffin toaster.
   - Remove the plate from the crumb tray.
   - **Hot Surfaces**

3. **Wipe plate.**
   - Wipe the surface of the plate with a clean, water-soaked grill cloth.
   - Discard the soiled grill cloth into the soiled towel bucket immediately after use.
   - **Equipment Alert**
     - Do not spray toaster components with water or cleaning chemicals.

4. **Inspect plate for build-up.**
   - If the plate has excessive build-up, apply McD GR to the plate.
   - Wipe the plate with a clean, sanitized grill cloth.
   - Rinse the grill with a clean, water-soaked towel to remove all cleaner residue.
   - Discard the soiled towel and grill cloth into the soiled towel bucket immediately after use.
   - **Chemicals**
     - McD GR Solution

5. **Wash crumb tray and spatula.**
   - Wash, rinse, sanitize and rinse the crumb tray and spatula at the sink.
   - Allow to air dry.
   - **Chemicals**
     - McD HA Solution and McD DR Solution

6. **Replace crumb tray, plate, and spatula.**
   - Place the plate back onto the crumb tray.
   - Slide the crumb tray into the muffin toaster.
   - Then, place the spatula into the muffin toaster.
   - **Tip**
     - Flip the plate from side-to-side between cleanings.

continued ➤
Clean muffin toaster (continued)

7. **Wipe outside of unit**
   Wipe down the exterior of the unit with a separate clean, sanitized towel sprayed with McD UR Solution. Use a separate clean, water-soaked grill cloth to rinse the exterior of the unit to remove all traces of Degreaser solution. Discard the soiled towel into the soiled towel bucket immediately after use.
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   [Chemicals]

   McD UR Solution

8. **Return unit to use.**
   Plug in the power cord. Turn the power switch on. Return the unit to use.